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TEACHER'S GUIDE

likelihooll of events - Probability

This module may be uin a variety 6f ways.
.

1. It rpay be used wi h a pretest as suggested
irithe teaMher's guide.

2. Groups of students, according to their pasts
performance, may be assigned to various
experiments.
The class maybe divided so eamh group has a
group leader who has the 'ability to help the
other students.

4. Teachers may use a group-method of their own
choosing which might be the entire class.

MATERIALS

(.44142/4.<4
.Contained in this Module:

,
--\

1. Plastip bag containing el red. 14! black and
5 yellow chips: (Student Worksheet #1)

2. Cut-out-spinners'Octivity.Cards #3 and #4)

.Ttacher must provide:
c

1. Tagboard that'is opaque to writing (Iqtra. SW)
2. Thumb tacks or similar markers. (Activity

Card #2)

3. cScissors for cutting our spinners. (Activity
Cards #3 and #4)

.Optional (Teacher provideS)

I. Pair of dice (Student Worksheet #5)

. TIME SCHMULE

.During field testing, this module took an aver-
age of. L fift74inute class periods to complete.

3

"*.

OBJECTIVES
.

.Given.an,eventlAthe student will lint possible
outcomes.

.Provided with the outcome-of the event, the stu-
dent will.describe"it as likely or not likely
to occur.

iGiven an event, the student will find the prob-
ability of various outcomes pnd will identify
outcomes Is most likely, least likely, certain
or imposiible..

.The studentwill be intpoduced to a rather for-
malstudyof piobability. The leesons progress
from elementary notions of.leaet likely te) more
complex consideratlons of the probability of
occurrence Of one or more possible outcomes.
Piolpability is introduced in an ampirical.pense
through'experimentations and investigation.
In the later experiments the students are shown
how mathematical probability differs tram

r, empirical:Probability.

.Tbe last three experimenits of the moduldkdenand
some fairly matureAhinking on the part Of the
students. The teacher may'prefer to use ,a
classrgom setting if these three experiments
are used.

I.

TESTING PROCEDURE

Pretest

A. The pretest obecks the tehavior entry
level of/the students to determine if they

, need additional preparation before te-.
glipningfwork on this module.

'73 U s;f.
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40,

_It_the_sttidentis-uiwueeewerul--On-the-prel=
test, then s(he) should be directed to
pre-module materials.

.

II. Pre-Module Exberiences
)

At Students whose.scores on the entry level
teat indicate they need additional pre- .

paration will likely profit most from
the.use of concrete materials such as
drawii,g marbles from a vase or rolling dice.

B. It ma be helpful to have another student help
the st ent experiencing difficulty by uti-.
lizing elementary commercial materials.

-.
.

C. If-nc pre-module-materials ate available,
the student should begin with the intro-
ductorx lesson'in this module.

III. A. The posttest checks to see if thi3 student is
able to successfUlly-complete the objectives
established for this module.

- OUTLINE

Introluction Lesson

A. Teachin&Suggestions
14 This lesson requires the students to

take a po4. 'This might be done as a
clasp.project, or students can take the
poll outside of class. This..lesson is
highly motivaional. Students may need
some direction.

2. Problems 3 and 4 may need addition-al
explanation.

B. Materials supplied

1. Students will need the activity card and
the introductory worksheet. 5 chips
(2 cm x 2 cm 'tabs of cardboard) are
needed for problem 4.

.

5
7r.71-2

C. Work/to Be completed 'by the,student.

1. Introductory worksheet'which includes
the taking of a poll.

&newer keys are provided for each lesson and ex-
periment. You may prefer to cut them out, place on
cardboard and laminate.

Answer Key - Introductory4Lesson - Probability

1. Answers will vpry depending on the,individual
poll.

1

2. Answers.will vary. The event most likely to
happen is the one which Occurs most often in ,1

.1 -- the poll. The event least:likely to occur is
j the one which occurred least often in the poll.
3. Answers mill vary. (Example:if 5 of the 15

chose A, then the humor index for A would be
5/15 or 1/3.)

4,r Annum will vary. (ftamples if ten 3-letter
1- wordp were drawn and seven Bads sense, then the
1 chance of for4ng a 3-letter word with meaning

would be 7/1.0.)

\II. Experiment #1

A. Teaching suggestions
1. Students should be encouraged.to do this

experiment in pairs. Sone st4dents may
not know how to keep track of the draws.
You may wish to demonstrate thislexperimidnt
to the entire'class befote allowing them
to work. on it in pairs or individual1.16(

2. ,This is.the first introduction to the term
probability. Allow :the Istuients to discover
'for themeelvid, if they can, the definition
for simple probabilitlr.

B. Materials supplied
1. The plaslic bag, which is provided in the mod-

.111e is neCessarYr for the completion Of this
experiment. The enveloie contains 1 red,'
4 black and .5 yellow chips.

AL.

,
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110 611. to be c sted'Or the student

1. (uetion on Activity Comte.
2; Student Worksheet 01.
3. Hurre the students Place their .answers to

the questions on the activity card on the
#

Aback of Student Worksheet #1. (They
l'shbuld be encouriged not to write on the
activity card since this module can be
repackaged.)

D. Variations to the lesson

..1. Provide envelopes containing various
...0 _numbers of chips.,=1. 000. .0.. 0.. _

Answer Key - Student Worksheet #1 - Probability

1. 10

3. a) or it

4. ) b)

2. 1, 4 and 5

b) or

c ) -4 or

.r
5. Answers will vary. (Kkample: If.a black

chip was drawn on the-first draw, then
prior to this draw the probability. was
4f1C0.4. Now suppose a black chip is drawn
on.the second draw.- Prior to this draw

. the pro)iebility fqr a black on the second
draw was 3/9, etc.)

-b.

TOr3

1

A. 'Teaching sUggeltions

1. This activiti requires considerable move-
ment and involvement,on the part of the
students. Ybu mAy prefer having them work'
in small groups. Students usually enjoy
completing Student Worksheet #2 in small
groups. (You may prefer to have them drop
a cardboard tab rather than a thumb .tack.)

2. The triangle board can be drawn on ant
acetate sheet and shown on the overhead
and used as a class demonstration.

B. Materials supplied

1. Students will use Activity Card #2 as a
game board. They need to be provided with
a marker such as a thumb ta6k.

2. They are providel with Student-Worksheet #2.

C. Work to be'completed by the dtudent'

" 1., Students will determine by investigation,
the.empirical probability of the experiment.

2. Complete Student Worksheet #2.

I,

Answer Key - Student. Worksheet #2 - Probability I

1.* Answers will vary. Students.should com-
pare results.% 0

2. Answers will Vary. The empirical prob-
ability of a hit 4ps the ratio of hits
to total number.or trials.

3. Answers will vary., .

4. Likely it will lower the probability of
'a hit.

Itb

1

1
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At;
Tosa_WiLguspaltions'

1. ,,Thtit eipertment provides addittonal
practice with empirical probability.

' The Nefertiti is highly motivational and
.should require only minimal supervision..

2.. Some students mey require help with the
number pair concept whieh is iptroduced.

3. It is impoirittnt that students complete
the entire workaheet.

4. You mey prefer to use glued toothpicks
instead of pencils in the tops.

Materials sOpplied

1. Students will need scissori to cut out
the pencil tops from Activity Card #5.

.

2.''Aotivity Card #3 and Student Worksheet #3.

C. Work to be completed by the student

1. Students will compleie Student Worksheet
#3:

2. Students must complete the tables by
.collecting the data from their experi-
ments.

(

_44
"Aiiewei.,Xer %Went Workshost #3

Answers will Tory. The sum ofithe -71
fractional pqrt4of total trials should

1

eqUal 1.
1

2. Answers will vary. .Students should be .1
encouraged to share answers.

10

3. Answers will vary. The sum should eqUal
1

the sum of the number pair for that trial.

4. Since this is empirical probibility,,the 1

answers will vary. Again,encourage stu, '4
dents to compare answers.

5. Answers will vary. P(1) . 0

P(9) . 0.

V. EXperiment #4
#

A. Teaching suggestions

1. It mey prove heIpfUl to place the maze
on an acetate sheet and demonstrate on the
overhead how a "hanetero finds its way
through the maze prior to allowing the

s- students to complete this experiment. %44

2. Students may prefer working together on
this experiment.

3. Mathematical probabilifyls informally
introduced in this lesson. ;You may choose
to expand on this concept if students go
on to experiments 5, 6 and 7.

4. The difference between empirical prob.
bibity and mathematical probability
Should be made "blear to the students.

B. Materials supplied

1. Students will need a matkeTt4f8 show,
location on the maze.

2: They will need a scissors' to cut out the
spinner on Activity.Card #4.

3.. They will need Activity Card #4 and Stu,
dent Worksheet 04.

CR 73 AI Of DML



491 .;."1+*, .7s1 *0 fibillky--s.ntibi Collect their oval -&-ta4 '

1 '

by actual experiment.

2. They will complete Student Worksheet #4.
4. as Mb AIM Was .1. 01.1. . 1= .1N mob

1 'mower Key - Student Worksheet #4 - Probability i

1.

1

1.4. Students should verify their answers1

by comparing their work with,classmates.' '
If their results are noi consistent, they t
should check their results and decide

1who is right.

Is

Ii-

r--0.01% 6' listerui07,00011EAT-

'1.' Activity Cerd#54u4Student WOrksheet
11114 .

2. Coint and diCe are needed if tlie teacher
approaches-this lesson empirically.

C. Work to be conpleted by the student

1. Skadente will complete StudehT Worksimeet

1

1

2. Problem 2 requires students to make ran-
dom tosses with three coins._

Anstier Key - Student Worksheet #5 - Probability
elion

1 h) 1
-13g

1 1) 1 .

1 Jf

411.16 eon

o) 1
317

6. Sum of fractions equals 1.

Experiment #5 (Optional)

Teacher suggestions-

T. This experiment requires fairly abstract
thinking ofi the part of theatudeqs.
lou may prefer to use this lesson as a'
teicher demonstration' experiment. The
coin tossing in Problem 2 may need close
supervision.

2. Students shoUld be encouraged to check
the mathematical probability by usini
empirical methods.

3. You mai prefer to deve op 'the problems
in student Worksheet #5 mpitically.

low

'§-\

Am* aim k.

111
TG-5.

4-''
AIME.

2. 2 1 -3. 6 1port 37orr

VII. EXperiment #6 (Optional) '

A. Teaching tuggestiont

1. Since mathematioal probability of in-
dependent events is the topic of hie .

experimeott the students are required to
complete this experiment without Ord-
cal models.

'Students-havingdifficuity should be enp.
couraged to make tables similar to the 10
on46 constructed in Experiment 5.

NSW

3. For those who wish, the examples may be
solved 'empirical4 by providing the nem-
essary.iodele.

'4!B. Materials supplied

1. Activipr Card #6 and Student Worksheet #6.

2. If, an empirical approach is Ueed, three
chips, two coins, and a deck of cards
need to be brovided.

4

"t.
13 U of DML
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.g'
s-C; ikrk to le completed by-the student

1: Students will eomplbte Student Wo sheet 0:
2. You may wish to have the stttderitj make

:tables to.shox all possible events and
:Use these tables to aid in Aolliing the
problems. ,

AD-slier Key - Student WQrksheet - Probability: :

1. 1 2. I a 1 1 1 1 .,

-4" 7;

- 1
TUZ

3. 1 1 1 1

4
4. .4 51tisT

-71

13x 1

1
27d725

VIII.. Experiment Ael (Optional)

A. Teaching suggestions

-45

J. Since mathematical probUbility of ,

mutually exclusive events is the topic
of this experiment, the students are
required to complete this.experiment.
without physical models.

2. Students may need close teacher dlr.-
ection and exp anation when working
on this experimen el

3. You may wish to use models to show
all poiltibilities and then determine
the probability ftom this data.

13

I

If

B. Materials supplied

I. Activity Card #7 and' Student Wcnic-
sheet #7.

If an empittical apprOach is'used, then
, a pair of-dice and asdeck of cards
will need to be provided.

Work to.be'completed by the 7tud,ent

1,,Students iri11 complete Student Worksheet #7.

2. You may wish to have the students
.

make\tables to show all possible
events and use these tables to aid y
in solving the problems.

vow. .. 8111. OEM. ow= VW/.

Answer Key.- Studept Worksheet #7 - Probability

lr. 2.

-
IX. Enriehmeint Cards'

A. Teacher suggestiOns

1. If the.pretest was used, 'those stu-
,3

dents Who scored WI or higher (do-
pending on teacher discretion) may
be givensurenrichmerit card tO in-
vestigate..

14
OD 73 trot cot:



These's* be Used as extension.mork
for students Who have completed'the
unit.

%

Aftwer Key

#1. The answer key has been provicled at,
the bottom of the enrichment card.-1
These mgy be cut off before the student
is giien'the card.-

1
Answer Key - Probability

Preteit

1. a) 1 b) 2' c) 2

3 3 3

2. a) b) 1 .

2 4

3.

a) 1.4 'ID) 1g iri

4. a) b) c)

15

a

s. s.

TG-7

1. a) not likely

.2. a) 2 1z Or ir

'3.,

4. a) 2 b) 2

"§

5° or 71 14 4i

6. a)

6 ?

b) likely

1

c) not likely'

b) 1% c) 3 d) 1

"re

Notes Answers' may be in s

different order
than shown. '

c) 2

'

*gar.

c) 12 2-



Pretest . PAbability

1. After lunch, Clarence can shoot his bow and'arrow, or wash dishest,
or do his mathematics. If ail three possibilities are, equally likely
find the probability.that Clarence will

a. shoot his.bow and arrow..
b. not wash dishes.
c. do his mathematics or wash Ge_dishes.'

2. What i the prgsbability of:

a. flipping one coin and having it land "heads up"?
b. flipping two coins and having both coins land "heads up"?

3. A vase contains 10 marbles; three are red, two are green and five are
blue. Assuming you don't look, what is the probability ori

a. pulling out a red marble on the firstdraw?
b. pulling out three blue marbles on three draws when not replacing

them after each draw?

4. If you have three pennies, two nickels and one dime in your pocket,
what is the probability that:

a. the first coin you pull out is a pennY?
b. a dime will be drawn first?
c.- if you remove two of the coins, their value will lie 110?

1'7

I /

111.711 PUNE



,

-obability Acti'vity Card (Introductory).

Poll-taking

Usipg the table (Fig. 1) on the introductory worksheet, take a. poll
to determine the "humor-index" of 15 people. Do this by showing
the cartoon (one person at a time) and-then recording the captjon
(A-E) that they think best fite'the picture. From the results ,

of your poll, comp4.ete the introductory worksheet.

A. Hey Doc, I got this guy attached to my foot.

B. Go ahead and jump.
tirst one. ,

YOu won't be the

C. I said I wanted to be paid by check,
not chick.

D. This tine the humane society went too far.

E. With the price of meat, don't knock it.

la"

tv

© '73 0 DML



Probability
11

Student Work Sheet.

(Introductory)

10.

se this'table to recorkfthe results of your poll.:

Caption--

Lettbr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
,

Total No. of
a. .a darkened

A

B _

.

.

A,

11. - i
,

0

...

, ..- 4,.... .... I

D .

.

E
,

-. .

.

.

46_ A_

The activity cai4 shows five (5) possible captions. The captions are
examples of possible outcomm. Uncertainty of events is often expressed

' in conversation, such as least likely, most likely or certain.

2. From ihe results of your poll, which event is most likely tO occur?'

3. The 'humor index" might be described as the ratio of the number choosing
that

)
event or caption to the total number choosing. This may be, described

as a fraction or.a decimal. From the results of your poll, determine
the "humor index" of each caption.ATF. ( Note you can then tell the
people you polled what their humorindex is.)

'I

4. Print the letters of the wordueagle" on five identical tabs of paper
. that you Aannot see through. Turn eaoh slip face down and thoroughly
mix the slips. Drat agy three of the slips. Try to form ,a word/with
meaning using the three lettere you Ticked. Repeat the experiment
several times. Describe the chlince of forming a word with meaning.

46

U of MIL



t=Gbability . Activity Card #1 + .

4
,

What are the Chanseaf

4

.4teriales pnveiope A containing 1 red, 4 ble.ok and 5 yellow chips.

Mon an outcome is likely to 000ur, ite miligulliy is highf
if not likely, the probability im low.

v. e
Without looking, reach into envelope A and take out a ohip,
Replaoe it, then draw out another ohii, Do. this 10 times and
alwaym replace th chip before the next draw. From your ex-.
perimente, do you think the probability of drawing a red chip
ie likely or unlikely?

Complete Student Worksheet #1.

20
I.

AV 'it trot DAIL



J I

..Probability

Exporimpat I

1.. How many chips are Ln envelobe A?

46 -,'

'Student Worksheet # 1

2. How law of the chip, are red? black? yellow?

The.probability of an event occiirring is the ratio of the
amber of favoral?le outcomes compered to the t al number
of possible outcome. This ratio is oftr exp seed as
a fACtion.

3. SOce 5 of the 10 are yellow, the probabi ty of -

yellow it, 5/10. We te P (Yellow) = -5/10 =

4*

Answer the following.

a. P (red) = b. P (black) =

,

The chance of drawing a triangular shape from
the bowl is 5/5*or 1. The chance of drawing
a circular shape is 0/5 or 0.

The vase contains rectangular, triangular and
circular chips. "Answer'the following by
referring to the vase.

A. P(circular shape) =

b. P(triangular shape)...

c. P(square shape) Si
4. 40

%5 .
Place the 10 chips back in the envelope: ilhen remoVe them
one at a time without 4placing any chips. After each draw,
Oetaimine what the 'probability was pf that particular draw
happening: Showyout results below.

-P (1st draw) =

P (2nd draW) =

P (3rd draw) =

P (4th draw) N.

P (5th draw)

;

21

P (6th-draw)

.P (7th draw) =

P (8th draw) =

P (9th draw) =

41.410th draw) =
k

VII =11

, AI* 011.44 rws



Kbability

lesi-eut 'PrObability

:trlalos Thumbetaak

, .
,

Activity),Card #2
t

Sometimes the way bais fOi finding the probability of an out. .

,

come is through experimentation. This is an example of empirical
202126141W.

Drop a thumb tack from a height of 5 am. above.the center-most

triangle. The thumb tack Oita if it stops completely-within

one of the small triangles. The probability of.a hit on dne trial

is the ratio of the number of hits'to the number of trials, after

a sufficient number of trials: P (hit) al Maker of hips
number of trials

Complete Student Worksheet #2.



Orobtbility ,Student Wt5rksheet-#2

1

4

-

EXperiient II

i141, Drop the thumbtack 40 timis and record the results in the table.
.7-

ist 10 trials .2nd 10 trials 3td 10 trials 4th 10 trials Total

hits

misses al.....111511.1110.MMIIM

2. What is the empirical probability of a hit?

'Total trials

410.

3. Try it 40 times with your eyes closed. What is the empiricad
probability of a hit?

4. tomplete 1 and 3 from a height of 10 cm. What does this do to
, the probability?

23

w.

73 U of DML
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Protabilliy

-

Srposiment III

"Spinnineout Outoumeo .

Student Vorkshoet #3

tZ

1. -Spin "pencil tde 50 times. Use the tally spac/to tally'
*soh outcome and complete the table.

Outoome
Cusuiative
Tally Score

Sum et
.Tallies

"motional Part
/re Total,Trials '

.

.

,

2 .
.

3 .,

4
.

,

..,

-
Total .

----

2. .Did the outcome turn out as you expected? If you took the class
average for each outcome, what would you expect?

3. Now spin both tcps. Record them as a n ber pair. Always record
tho encircled numeral first. Determine number pairs' sum.
Examples

Now couplet* this table.

110

This is rIcorded as (3, 1), the
sum is 4.

Trial No.
,

Number Pair Sun
..

1

.,

2

3
.

. .
5

. ,

.

6 ..

7

_

9

,

.

,

,

10
,

..

.

2 4 go u of DML



th4e eAperlme

"NodAmliwout" 014tooleas

The tooutcome la the .1titmd:%:!1°11

at, YOU %Ill bUlad t "

4. 1

4

AotivitY. Card # 3

6



,
Probability Student Worksheet #3

(ont'd)

4. From tha 10 trials,_ what appetie as the most likely dum? least
likely eum?

,P

5. From the 10 trials, determine the empirial probability for' each
of the following sums.-

1. N; a.1r v,, P(l)
)4r. P(2) .
c.. P(3)
d. P(4)
e. P(5) .

f. P(6) .
g. P(7)
h. P(8) .
i. P(9)

a

t't't
i

,1%



, .
42, , *

'Probability Activity card 4 P
,

,Oatching Hamsters 19 *re Man Luck!

.#

pe hamster cage.doors have been lost. The hamsters.will all escape

through the tunnels. YOu'have four (Iwo to place at four different

-tunnel openings. Place them whore you think you will catch the most

hamsters. indicate where the traps are plaoed by recording the letters
(on SW #4) which mark these openingst lath hamster has a number on his

back for experimental purposes.

, A 0
t

( ? )

K N

4

?)

Cut out
and.jam
a pencil
through
the cents
of the
spinner..

.0



Probability
Student Worksheet 44

Catching Hamsters Is More Than Luck!

1. Name the four openings where you placed the traps. ,

2. T4 determine the path of each hamstertplace a marker on the student
activity card at istart (a coin might be used for a marker).. Spin 'the
#pencil top" and turn left or right at that (A?) ,depending on what ihe
spinner indicates. Then advance to the next (?). Continua advancing
in this way until.the "simulated hamster" has escapla through one of
the lettered openings. In the table belowishow, which opening the
hamster "escaped" through. Repeat this experiment for each of the
10 hamsters.
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3. Haw many of the escaping hamsters did you recapture? 'Compare your
results with a friend.

4. From your results, determine tha empirical probability of each of the
following.'

,

0 (A) a*

P (B) =

P (I) le

P (H) so

),

b.

f.

j.

n.

P (B) =

P (F) =

P (J) m
P (N) la

c. P (0) me

g. P (3) =.

k. P (K) =

d.

h.

1.

P (D) =

1? (H) =

P (L) =

28
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Probability Student Worksheet #4
(Cont'd)

(Optional)
5. Uee mathematical probability to work problem 5. Unlike empirice-prob-

ability, mathematical probability is not determined by experimentation.
Assume at each (7) that 1/2 of the remaining hamsters go each direction.
To determine the mathematical probability of the hamsters emoaping
through opening A, we would assume 112 of the hamsters go toward A.
Then, we wpuld assume that 1/2 of this 1/2 would turn out at A. Thus,
1/2 of 1/2 or 114.go out opening A.

Using this type of reasoning, determine the mathematical probability for
each of the following:

a. P(A) = b. P(B) c. P(C) = d. P(D) =

e. P(E) 1. P(F) g. P(G) - h. P(H) =

I. P(I) = j. P(J) = k. P(K) = 1. P(L) =

m. P(M) n. P(N) = O. P(0)

6. If you worked problem 5 correctly, then the sum of the probabilities
in 5 will equal 1. Check by adding. Show your work.

.49
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Probability Activ.ityCard #5

People often sii that a certain event will or will not take place:
"It won't snow tomorrow"; "the bus is likely to be late"; "I doubt
if it is the bank's mistake"; and So on. Probability is often
viewed from two different approaches,

(1) The so-called olaagicel_prObibility, and

(2) The statistical or ,emoiriool probability.

When a coin is tossed, we feel it can land in only one of two ways -
either heads or tails. This intuitive idea is expressed mathemati-
callybyesling that the chance of obtaining a "head" le one out of
two or 1/2. The of obtaining a tail is equally likely4 also,
one out of two, or 1/ . This example illustrates a simple but fund-
amental rule of pro bility; namely, that of several equally likely
events, the probability that a given event will happen is the ratio
of the number of favorable possibilities to the total number of
pOssibilities.

Expressed using'symbols, we say that probability (P) of an event
happening is equal to the possible sucdesses (S) divided by the
total number or trials (T).

4

-

When an event is certain tO happen, S T and P 1. When it is
certain not to happen, Sim 0 and P 0. Refer to this activity card
when completing Student Worksheet #5.

N.,.
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Probability Student Worksheet #5.

Chance ansLOOtaillity

1. What is the probability of rolling 3 on one toss of a die?
(Remember, a di. has six faces marked from 1-6.)

P

How many Vs would you expept if you rolled the die 12 times?
Try it. What happened? A

2. If three coins are tossed randomly at one time,--what is the
chance there..4.1,1 be 2 heads and 1 tail? The table shows you
all possible outcomes.

Make eight throws, tossing three
coins each time. How many times ware
2 heads and 1 tail tossed? What is
the empirical probability for this
experiment?

How does the empirical probability
compare with the classical-prob-
ability?

let
Coin

2nd
Coin

3rd.

Coin

H H H
H Er

---r-------"--Tr---
T

fr
;

T
T a
T T
T T -i.

3. If 2 dice are tossed, what is the probability that a total of h

7 will turn up? You mey ned to complete the table before you
can determine your.answer.

..±.1.-.1.2.4.....L.,

2
,

7

3

4

,

4, .

4
4 4.....

..

/
l /I

5

/// O.- 11/

i

Al

A
.

6
r

.

r

.. A i -
_...

4. Two coins are tossed. What is the probability' that at least

ono tail will turn up?.(Refer to the Table in Problem 2). -

Hints 2 coins can come up in 4 possible ways, HH, HT, TH, TT.

It 5 coins *re tossed at one time', What is the probability
thet all 5 will till heads?

31
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Ptobability: Optione; Activity Card #6

Probekiliq of Independent Iprenta

If two events are of such a nature that the happening or failing
of one of them has no influence upon the happening or failing of
the other, they are called independent eventa. The probability
that two Independerit events will occPr simultaneously or in suc-
cession is called a cocnpouiid probability. The compound probabiliiy
of two independent even eq4215-the product of the two events taken
aingly.

Thus, for n independent-events whoae respective probabilities
are Pl, P2, P3, ..., Pn, the qmpound probability (P) that all the

events will simultaneously (or in .succesaion) happen, is given

P P1 P2 P3 .. Pn

Exam le: What is the probability of obtaining a 4 on the first
hrow of a die, followed by a 6,on the second throw? The prob-
ability of the-first event is 1/6; that of the second event is also
1/6. Hence the probability of both happening is 1/6 x 1/6 1/36.
Refer to this activity card when completing Student Worksheet #6.



Probabilltv Student Worksheet #6

Probabil UP of Ip4eDep4ent Werilm

1. Three chipe, each marked with an H on one side and T on
the other side, were tossed at the same time. What is the
probaWity that ell three came up with the-T showing?
You may wish to make table showing all possible outcomes.

2. If on a multiple choice test each question has four choices,
what is the probability that a' student will answer the first
five questions correctly if a(he) simply guesses at each

1question? (The answer is Imz7.) Show the work involved in

deter'Mining this answer.

What is the chance of throwing 2 tails in a single throw of
2 coins? in two successive throws of 1 coin?

What is the probabilAty of drawing a kifig and then a queen
from a deck of 52 cards containing 4 kilgs and 4 queens? (Thi .

is a dependent event.)

P
king

an d P
queen

r-".

So, the probability of both events is

1. X Tit ea

5. What is the probability of drawing 4 queens-in 4 draws fromi
a deck of 52 cards. The queens are ad replaced after each
draw. (Another dependent event.)

33
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Probability Optional Activity Card #7

Probability of Mutually Ixolualvo Xvonte

It sometimes happens that when one,event hall occurred, the possibility
of another event is excluded during that trial. "Such events are known as
oututlylar excluaiy, events. For example, flipping a coin can yield a
"heads" or a "tails" but not both for the same toae.. It can be proved that
if the separate probabilities of two mutUally exclusive events are P1

and P
2' then the prObability that one of these evonta will happen when

either could happen is P1 + P2.

Z.0

Examples:

1. What is the chance of throwing either a 2 or a 3 in a single
throw of a die.

P 1/6 + 1/6 2/6 1/3

2. What is the probability of drawing either a queen, a king or
an ace frail' a deck of 52 carde?

1/52 + 1/52 + 1/52 3/52

What ?s the chance of tossing a head'er a tail on one toes of
a coin?

1/2 + 1/2 2/2 1

34
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Probability
Student Worksheet # 7

P'robability of 4utually Exclusive Events

1. What is ihe probability of drewimeither an .ace or a king
from a deck of 52 cards?

2. What ia the chance of thrOwing an even number or a 3 on one
throw of a die?

3. What is the probability of either a 1, 2 or a 6 in a single
throw of a die?

4. If two dice are thrown, what is the chance that both will turn
up 6?

sm.

5. ITbm a shelf containing 6 mathematics books and 5 science
-Wks, 3 books are chosen at random. What is the pi.obability that
that the three books chosen are either all mathematics books or
all science books?

4.

35
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itobability

1110

Find A Way TO Show Beaune From Tossing Number Cubes

katILLIAUVI2Sisti:

2 wood or styrofoam cubes

Make a pair of dice.

a. How many possible sums are there when the two dice are ',rolled"?

b. Make an addition table to show all possible sums.

c. What sum is most likely? least likely?

1

'Probability

leIm

Answers 1

"a. Eleven different sums are possible (2 - 12)

b. 1 2 3 4 5 6 c. since 6,436 or 1/6 of the sums

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
are equal o 7.

2 and 12 - in both cases the2 3 4 5 6 7 8
the'probability is 1/36

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

F

j
Birthdays Have Many Surprises

Have each student secretly write the month and day of their birth-
day on a piece of paper. Before you check the birthdays, determine
what the,chances are that two students have written the sams,late.

2

............ ... .. ____________

Probability 2

Answer

If there are 23 students, it is more likely than not that a duplication
wi/l occur.

110 '73 WO phit.



IMMO

Probability

Flipping Tetrahedrons
Mkterialt Needed:

Conètruction paper, scissors and glue or tape.

Make three (3) tetrahedrons from the pattern
having its faces numbered with a different
sequence. The sequences are (1, 1, 1, 2),
(1, 1, 2, 2) and (1, 2, 2, 2). Using each
tetrahedron separately, find the sum of the
faces showing when thrown. Figure our for
each tetrahedron what the probability is
for all possible mum.

3

(Optional)

Answers*1.

For the (1, 1, 1, 2) tetrahedron, one-fourth of the time the um wfll be 3
and three-fourths of the time the sum will be 4.

For the (11 11, 2, 2) tetrahedron, one half of the time the sum 11,be 4
and one-half of the tiMe the sum will be 5.

For the (1, 2, 2, 2) tetrahedron, three-fourths of the time the sum will be
5 and one-fourth of the time the sum will be 6.

Probability

What Letter Is Used Most Often

Materials Needed':

Newspaper or Magazine

4

Pick out at random a paragraph fram a newspaper or magazine. Determine
how often each letter of the alphabet is used. Use this information
to determine what letter is used mpst'often.

Answer,

Compare your results with others in the class. E is usually the most-
often occurring letter.

37
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Probability

Shooting Free Throws

Shoot 25 free-throws keeping track of how many you make. Now predict
how many you would expect to mike if you shot 100. Try it and see
what happens.

#

Answera

(Answers will,vary.)

5

Rxample, if they made 12 out of 25, they would expect to make 48 out of/
100: Point out that it would be unlikely they would make'exactly the
number predicted.

What's Wrong Here?

Tell why incorrect conclusions are often drawn from information:

One-third of the chIldren in the world are Chinese. Therefore, you
or the person in front or behind you is Chinese.

\ Heads come up five times, so tails will be next for sure.

Homerun Lyle hasn't had a hit in 4 times at bat. He's sure to
get a hit today.

/-

11

6

Answe

A

Probability indicates the likelihood of an event. .It does not
indicate certainty. The solution must be a member of the saMple
space.
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Posttest Probability

1. Describe the following as likely or not likely.

a. A lion cub grows up to be a tiger.
b. You know how to spell your own name.
c. A coin, when flipped, will stop standing on its edge.

a.

b.

C.

d.

When the spinner is spun, it comes to rest on one
of the "numbers", find the probability that the
apinner lands on:

3

4

3 or 4
an even number.

3. Complete he table, showing ll possibilities when three coins are
l\'flipped. ,(H means heads, T means tails.)

1st

Coin
2nd
Coin

1rd
Coin

H
. -..

H H

H H
w.

r

H T
( 4

H T
-...

T
v

T

T
-

T
. ,

4. .Joeis pets are a horse, a canary, and a dog. Connie's pets are a
parrot, a canadian goose, and i lamb. Each day Connie and Joe bring
one pet to wOrk. Flnd the probability that-both peta will: ,

,a. have only two legs.
b. have wings.
e. eat bird food.

5. Assuming that a bowl contains seven yellow, five red, and eight,green
chips, what is the probability that:

a. a rectpthip is drawn on the first draw/
b, the first chip drawn will be a red or green chip?

6. If you have three-nickels, two dimes, and one 'quarter in,your pocket,
what is the probability thati.

a. the first coin you pull out is a nickel?'
b. a dime will be drawn first?
c. if you remove exactly twp of the coins, their value will be 300?


